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President's Column
By Steve Fairbairn
I hope you are all well and staying safe, especially as quarantine restrictions begin to ease. Last
month’s online meeting was, in my opinion, a huge success despite a couple of initial hiccups. We
continue to learn valuable lessons about hosting interactive, online meetings and hope the lessons
learned will enable us to make our meetings a better experience for everyone. One change we are
making starting this month is holding our Tech Talk online meeting on the Monday evening following our monthly meeting. We’ve had to change the timing from the day after our meetings due to a
scheduling conflict with our moderator. As usual, links will be sent out ahead of time.
Our weekly Thursday evening Dessert Chat online meetings have been lively albeit scantly attended.
Join us online on Thursday evenings (except monthly meeting dates) at 7pm for some conversation,
shop talk and general socializing. The link is the same every week and reminders will be sent out a
couple of days beforehand.
We also mentioned at our last meeting that the GVWG will be holding monthly online meetings
through the summer months; something that we haven’t done in the past. Be sure to mark your calendars.
The meeting this month will be a remote demonstration by Cindy Drozda from her studio in Boulder,
Colorado. She will be demonstrating her Multi-Axis Triangular Box. Cindy runs regular online
presentations on a number of topics for a very reasonable cost. You can check out her schedule of
upcoming demos at http://www.cindydrozda.com/html/Demo.html
As I mentioned last month, I’ve been spending quite a bit more time in my workshop doing a lot of
experimental stuff, most of which ends up being turned off or tossed in the waste bin. I’m learning
lots but producing very little other than acquired knowledge. Because I’m spending more time in my
shop, I’m also finding various inconveniences and deficiencies in my physical space and workflows.
To that end, I’ve been making some prototype tools, ongoing shop improvements and, finally, after
over a year delay, installing my vacuum chucking system. Maybe next month I’ll get my new turning
tool rack made and get my tools off the floor under my lathe.
What have you been doing to improve your workspaces? Take some photos of any tools, jigs or workshop/studio improvements you’ve made in the last couple of months and show them off in this
month’s President’s Challenge. Please also send your photos to editor@gvwg.ca for inclusion in our
newsletter. Likewise, please send photos of your Instant Gallery projects to the same email address.
The President’s Challenge for the July meeting will be Mirrors.
Stay well,

Steve

Front Cover:
Larry Stevenson - unnamed
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Tech Talk
By Bruce Campbell
Thanks to the creative leadership of our Board,
Tech Talk was held the day after our first Guild
ZOOM meeting. It was a good session allowing
for lots of time to focus on technical issues. We
will continue with this format as long as we are
ZOOMing but the date will be on the Monday
following the meeting. As usual, a link to the
7:00 PM ZOOM session will be emailed to you.
Please plan to join in.
Steve started us off last time with some interesting jigs that he has cut with his laser machine.
With the exception of Gauge2, which is 3mm
Baltic Birch, they are cut from 3mm acrylic and
colour-filled with acrylic paint.
Gauge 1 is 9" in diameter (he also has one that is
12.5" version) that makes it is simple to scribe a
circle of required diameter or mark out 2, 4, or 8
Gauges 3 and 4 are designed to slip over the
points equally on a given diameter.
point of a Nova or Oneway live centre while the
centre is engaged with the workpiece. Then it is
simple to mark a diameter on the mounted timber. Note the use of both imperial and metric
measurements.

Gauge 2 is an angle gauge with 12 different an- Gauge 5 is a full-circle protractor allowing easy
and accurate angle layout down to 58 intervals.
gles.
This one is 6” in diameter and he also has one
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that is 12" diameter.
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pressed air. As they thin out their full colours are
revealed. Overlapping the blobs give a wonderful
controlled-yet-chaotic result.
Steve F added that purchasing mica powder online (WISH or AliExpress) and using that with
acrylic medium is an economical way to achieve a
similar result. He also recommended looking up
Tom Yonder “Cosmic Clouds” and Gary Lowe
Woodturner for some excellent videos on this technique.
Thanks guys. I think I will give this a try.

Don G has been doing some hollow turning and
discovered the Kertsen Kone. This is a clever deIf you are interested in any of these jigs Contact vice for holding a hollow form so the bottom can be
Steve Fairbairn.
finished. It is a shaft on which slides a cone. The
near-finished vessel is slipped over the shaft and
At my request, Larry talked about how he created
the tailstock is broght up to capture the vessel by
the colourful design on his most recent Beads of
the base. Then the cone is slid down into the openCourage bowl.
ing in the top of the vessel. This holds it securely
while the bottom is turned.

Larry says he starts of by painting the piece flat
black and then mixes ThinTec Pearlescent paint
with medium-weight Liquitex medium to make a
fairly thin mix. He mixes a number of different
colour in small batches before he starts (warning –
they all look the same colour at this point so label
the batches). Then he dabs drops of several colours
here and there and blows them flat with com-

Finally, at a recent Dessert Talk ZOOM session I
mentioned that I was hoping to develop a dust collection manifold that would work over 48”. A suggestion was made that I start with a section of 4”
drain tile. I did just that without success but after
(Continued on page 5)
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five prototypes I am quite happy with the latest
model. It is a tapered box made from foam
panelling and duct tape (or course). It has a 4”
port to the dust collector on the right with a
4”x4” interior tapering to a 2”x2” interior on
the left. The slot in the cardboard panel in the
front is about ½” end-to-end.
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I plan one more version just to clean up it up
and make it more compact but I am very
pleased with the result and now my shop is a lot
less dusty.
Thanks to all that participated in Tech Talk last
time. Our next session will be via ZOOM on
Monday June 29th at 7:00. Check your email
for the connection link.
See you there.
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Focus On Fundamentals
By Bruce Campbell

June 28 2018

Fingernail grinds developed by grinding back those Three Adjustments
annoying corners on the “professional” grind that On most fingernail jigs there are three adjustoften lead to a catch.
ments: the angle of the swing arm, how far the tool
extends of from the jig, and how far the jig is held
from the grinding surface (controlled by a sliding
arm with a pivot-point on the end). Each of these
settings has a primary effect on the grind but they
are tightly interconnected. For example, changing
the swing-arm position will change the bevel angle
but to keep the same bevel angle the V-arm position must change. Below are the primary impacts
of each setting:
Angle of the swing arm – this setting primarily
controls the shape of the sides of the fingernail
grind. The wider the angle is set between the tool
You can free-hand grind a fingernail but unless you and the swing-arm the flatter the sides become.
do it every day it is difficult to do it well and even Conversely, the smaller the angle is set the steeper
harder to get it the same every time. A fingernail jig the sides become.
is fast, convenient, and allows you to duplicate a
I made several wooden ½” bowl gouges to help ilgrind every time.
lustrate these effects. In the picture below both
Lots of manufactures make fingernail jigs (David tools were sharpened at the same bevel angle of
Ellisworth, Heligrind, Sorby, Tormek, and others) 478. In the top case the swing-arm was set as close
but the Oneway Vari-grind is perhaps the one most to the tool as possible and the slide-arm was adwidely used so I will be using it as the example justed to give the right bevel angle. In the bottom
here. It is an add-on jig used on the Oneway Wol- case the swing arm was pivoted as far away from
verine grinding system.
the tool as possible and the v-arm was again adjusted to give the 478 angle. The numbers written
on the gouges are:
Extension (in inches):Swing-arm angle: V-arm distance (in inches).

GVWG
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It is clear that the sides of the grind on the top ex- preference. I like a longer lay-back so set my example are nearly vertical while those on the bottom tension to about 2”. Smaller bevel angles can give
are much “flatter”.
cleaner cuts but can also be harder to control.
Extension of the tool – this is how far the end of More vertical sides can produce a narrower grind
the tool extends out of the jig. The primary impact that can get into tighter places but can make them
of this setting the length of the fingernail (I call this weaker and easier to chip.
the lay-back). In the picture below I kept the Varm setting the same and changed the extension
from 1 3/4” in the bottom case to 2 1/4” in the top
case. The length of the fingernail is longer and
more slender in the top example as compared to
the bottom one. Also note that the bevel angle
changed from a steeper angle of 408 in the top case
to 688 in the lower example.

If you are just getting started try a setting of 1 ¾ :
Notch 3 : 4.5”. That is, and 1 ¾” extension of the
tool beyond the jig, the tool-side edge of the swing
arm at the start of notch 3 on the jig, and the shoe
of the V-arm 4.5” from the face of the wheel. From
there you can explore over time to find a setting
that works for you.
Potentially dangerous settings
Some settings result in unsafe setups or unsafe
grinds. This can be annoying, costly, and downright dangerous and should be avoided. These include:



Wide angles on the swing-arm when sharpening a U-flute gouge



Narrow angles on the swing-arm combined
with long tool extensions



Settings of the V-arm that bring the bevel of the
tool near the center of the wheel

Setup Aids
Bevel angle - Some simple aids can be helpful
when setting up to make a fingernail grind. A simple cardboard template can be made to quickly set
the position of the V-arm. There are also a number
of commercial products that can be used as well.

V-Arm position – this setting primarily impacts
the bevel angle of the grind causing it to be smaller
when the arm is slide closer to the wheel.
Which setting to choose is a matter of personal

(Continued on page 8)
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Swing-arm angle - lines can be scribed on the jig
to mark the settings you prefer.
Over time the flutes of the gouge get too short to
allow full extension from the jig. When this happens simply grind the area behind the flute flat. I
use a disc or belt sander to do this. Be careful to
make the grind flush with the top of the flutes.
This will allow the tool to be sharpened right to the
end of the flutes.

Recording your preferences
If you have different setting for each tool try recording them on the furrel of the tool. I use a metal engraver to do this. I use the code Extension:Swing-arm:V-arm. For example 1.75:#3:4.5
for the setting shown above.
Personal Preferences
I personally set the swing-arm on the #3 notch and
the V-arm at 4.5” for all my gouges. But I vary the
extension using 1 ¾ for larger bowl gouges and 2”
for smaller ones. For spindle gouges I use a 2” extension and in some cases a 2 ¼” extension. This
works for me.
If you have converted to CBN wheels that do not
wear down it is just as easy to scribe a line on the
arm where it meets the lockdown block and, of
course, you can make a mark for each bevel angle
you may want.

Others prefer to keep the extension the same and
vary the swing-arm setting. Still others adjust the
V-arm. There is not perfect way but rather the way
that gives you the repeatable grind you like is perfect for you.

I highly recommend visiting with other turners and
Extension - A series of holes drilled in a small seeing what they do. If you like their setup, then
block of wood at depths of 13/4”, 2” and 2 1/4” adopt it. If not try different ones on you own until
make it easy to set the extension of the tool in the you find what you like.
jig
But most of all – Have Fun.

GVWG
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Butterfly inserts in curved surfaces with Ed
By Ed Pretty
Which of us has not had a finished bowl or a nice
blank crack? It can be very disheartening. But,
there are many examples of “repairing “ the crack
be it with lacing, staples, epoxy filler, etc.

The process of fitting butterflies has been simplified in flatwork by using a router and template that
cuts both the recess and the insert to fit it.

A common solution in furniture is to inset a butterfly or Dutchman joint across the crack.

The router is fitted with a guide and spiral downward bit that follows inside the template to cut the
insert. Then a spacer ring is added to the guide
and the template is positioned firmly on the project
so the router can cut the recess. This is the process
Traditionally this is done by hand and is quite time that Ed wanted to adapt for bowls.
consuming, but even more so on a curved surface
like a bowl. Below is an example of a 19th century
Ed demonstrated how to cut the insert from flat
hand-carved Koawood calabash bowl repaired with stock and then using hot-glue, how to attach the
butterfly inserts (photo compliments of Dex Halltemplate to the surface of the bowl so the recess
wood)
can be routed out. He pointed out that some touch
-up is required on both the insert and the recess.
For the insert, the inside corners of the bowtie
need to be cleaned up with a chisel and the same is
true of the outside corners of the recess.
Holding the bowl firmly is important but it is an
awkward shape made worse by the fact that it almost certainly will no longer perfectly round. Ed
showed a clever technique using a larger vacuum
chuck on the headstock and a smaller one on the
tailstock to grip the bowl.
In his demo Ed cut blind recesses. That is, they did
not go all the way through the wall of the bowl.
This is really helpful because all the extra wood of
the insert needs to be carved off by hand. Doing
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this on the outside is not so bad but it would be
very difficult on the inside.
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Thanks for the demonstration, Ed and for stepping
up to the challenge of doing the demo remotely. I
This technique opens up many possibilities for
bowl planks that might otherwise be scrapped of to think we all look forward to seeing how you integrate this new technique into your work.
add longer file to a beloved bowl that has developed a crack. And, manufactures are making templates for other shapes than the traditional bowtie.

GVWG
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
on the lathe, keeping your hand on the switch in
case you need to turn the machine off. When observing someone else turn, stay out of these zones.



Always wear safety goggles or safety glasses that
include side protectors. Use a full face shield for
bowl, vessel, or any turning involving chucks and
faceplates.



Use a combination of dust mask, air filtration helmet, proper ventilation, and/or dust collection system as appropriate. Fine particles from a grinder
and wood dust are harmful to your respiratory system.



Wear hearing protection during extended periods
of turning.



Turn the lathe off before adjusting the tool rest or
tool rest base, i.e., banjo.



Always remove chuck keys, adjusting wrenches,
and knockout bars immediately after use. Never
leave them in place, even for a moment.



Tie back long hair and avoid loose clothing, jewelry,
or any dangling objects that may catch on rotating
parts or accessories.

When using a faceplate, be certain the workpiece is
solidly mounted with stout screws (#10 or #12
sheet metal screws as a minimum). Do not use dry
wall or deck screws.






When turning between centers, be certain the
workpiece is firmly mounted between the headstock driving center and tailstock center.



Ensure the belt guard or cover is in place.



Check that all locking devices on the tailstock and
tool rest assembly (rest and base) are tight before
operating the lathe.





Always check the speed of the lathe before turning
it on. Use slower speeds for larger diameters or
rough pieces and higher speeds for smaller diameters and pieces that are balanced. Always start a
piece at a slower speed until the workpiece is balanced. If the lathe is shaking or vibrating, lower the
speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always stop the
machine to verify why. As a starting point, consult
your operator’s manual for recommended speeds
for a particular lathe. Ensure the lathe speed is
compatible with the size of the blank.



Exercise extra caution when using stock with
cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets, knots, irregular
shapes, or protuberances. Beginners should avoid
these types of stock until they have greater
knowledge of working such wood.
Hold turning tools securely on the toolrest, holding
the tool in a controlled but comfortable manner.
Always contact the tool rest with the tool before
contacting the wood.
Note that, when running a lathe in reverse, it is
possible for a chuck or faceplate to unscrew unless
it is securely tightened or locked on the lathe spindle.



Know your capabilities and limitations. An experienced woodturner is capable of lathe speeds, techniques, and procedures not recommended for beginning turners.

Ensure the blank is securely fastened.





Rotate your workpiece backwards by hand to make
sure it clears the toolrest and bed before turning
the lathe on.

Always remove the tool rest before sanding, finishing, or polishing operations.



Don’t overreach, keep proper footing, and keep
your balance at all times.



Stay clear of the areas directly behind and in front
of the workpiece, they are the most likely areas for
a piece to travel as it comes off the lathe. A good
safety habit is to step out of this zone when turning



Keep your lathe in good repair. Check for damaged
parts, alignment, binding of moving parts, and other conditions that may affect its operation.



Keep tools sharp and clean for better and safer per-
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
formance. Don’t force a dull tool. Don’t use a tool
for a purpose for which it was not designed or intended.


cords.


Consider your work environment. Don’t use a
lathe in damp or wet locations. Do not use in pres- 
ence of inflammable liquids or gases, and always
keep a fully-charged fire extinguisher close at
hand. Keep your work area well lit.



Stay alert. Watch what you are doing. Pay close
attention to unusual sounds or vibrations. Stop
the lathe to investigate the cause. Don’t operate
machines when you are tired or under the influence of drugs or alcohol.



Guard against electric shock. Inspect electric
cords for damage. Avoid the use of extension

Never leave the lathe running unattended. Turn
power off. Don’t leave lathe until it comes to a
complete stop.
Many accidents to woodturners occur while using
saws, especially band and chain saws. Learn and
follow the safety guidelines for this equipment.

GVWG
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Calendar of Events
Date

Time

Location

Event

2020
Jan 23rd, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Dustin Cook – Turning a Lamp

Feb 22nd, 2020

9:00 AM

Sapperton Hall

Dale Larson - All-day Demo

9:00 AM

KMS Tools Classroom
KMS Tools Classroom

Feb 23rd, 2020
Feb 24th, 2020

9:00 AM

Dale Larson – Hands-on Class
Dale Larson – Hands-on Class

2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Mar 26th, 2020
Apr 23rd,
2020
May 2nd, 2020

6:30 P.M.
7:15 P.M.

Sapperton Hall
Via ZOOM

Club Meeting
FoF – Bruce Campbell – Drivers and Live Centers
Main Speaker – Larry Stevenson – Displaying Our
Work
Cancelled due to quarantine
See eMail for invitation details

9:00 AM

Sapperton Hall

Dan Tilden

May 3rd, 2020

9:00 AM

KMS Tools Classroom

Dan Tilden – Hands-on Class

Zoom Meeting

Club Meeting
FoF – Bruce Campbell – The fingernail Jig Decoded
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty – Butterfly inserts in
curved surfaces

Kentucky Exhibition
Centre, Louisville,
Kentucky

AAW'S 34th Annual International Symposium

Feb

27th,

May 28th,
2020

7:15 P.M.

July 4-7, 2020
June 25th,
2020

7:00 P.M.

ZOOM Meeting

7:00 P.M.

ZOOM Meeting

7:00 P.M.

ZOOM Meeting

6:30 P.M.

To be determined

Oct 17th , 2020

9:00 AM

Sapperton Hall

Oct 18th ,2020

9:00 AM

KMS Tools Classroom

Oct 22th, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Nov 26th, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Jul 23rd, 2020
Aug 27th, 2020
Sep 24th, 2020

Denotes cancelled due to Covid-19 quarantine.

Club Meeting
FoF – cancelled
Main Speaker – Cindy Drozda via ZOOM from Boulder, CO
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – tba
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – tba
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – tba
Trent Bosch
https://trentbosch.com/
Trent Bosch – Hands-on Class
Club Meeting
FoF –tba
Main Speaker – tba
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – tba
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Cindy Drozda Demo
It is my belief that artists of all kinds express what
is meaningful in their lives, and in the world that
they live in, through their artwork.
Our values, emotions, fears, and delights emerge
through the work of our hands.
Art is, and historically has always been, a vitally
important element of every civilized human society.

The owner of the factory was always available to
answer my questions, and to suggest new projects
for me to explore. During the 5 years that I worked
there, I got a good basic understanding of woodworking, metal machining, brazing, plastics, adhesives, fasteners, engineering, and manufacturing.
Thanks to this man, I have been free to discover
and pursue my own passion.

Beauty is important to me. I surround myself with
the beauty of Nature. I love to work with the most
beautiful and precious materials.

Working in small cabinet shops until 1992, I then
turned to full time self-employment. I explored
several options, including making hang gliding
equipment and building airplanes, before realizing
that working with wood was my true passion. My
first experience with turning wood was in 1984,
when I made a pair of chairs with turned spindles.
Woodturning continued to be one of my many hobbies until I made it my full time occupation in
1998.

In my artwork, I express my love of the beauty in
our world.
The finely finished interior spaces, and the jewels
that I hide inside my pieces, express my feeling
that the most precious treasures in life are those
that are hidden from view.
I like to look on the bright side, seeking out the
hidden opportunities that are there for those who
make the extra effort to look.
Treasures are found in the love of a life-long friend,
in "taming" a feral cat, and in the view from the top
of a steep mountain climb.
When you invite my artwork into your home, you
bring beauty into your life. You create the personal
connection that creating and owning artwork gives
us.
I hope you will choose one of my very special pieces to share your life!
I am fortunate in having discovered very early that
my love of working with wood could be cultivated
into a way to make a living. At age 19 I took a job at
a player piano factory, where the owner of the factory gave me a valuable gift that changed my life's
direction. The player piano factory was the hobby
of a California lawyer who loved machinery. He
had a large building full of 19th century woodworking machines driven by a working steam engine
that he fired up once a year to put all of the antique
machines through their paces. There were modern
machines at the piano company as well, and I was
encouraged to learn about any and all of them that
inspired me.

GVWG
Life as a self-employed woodturner is not without
difficulty. On this journey I continue to experience
my strengths and weaknesses;
the greatest struggle for me has been with selfconfidence. A tremendous source of strength and
inspiration has been my life-partner
David Nittmann, whose support and encouragement has helped me to grow as an artist and as a
person.
My work has been chosen for exhibitions around
the country, and has appeared in several magazines and books. I am an active member of the
American Association of Woodturners, and
demonstrate my woodturning techniques at national symposiums and local clubs. Through my
instructional DVD/videos, I am able to share my
passion for woodturning with the entire community.
My home and studio are in Boulder, Colorado. David and I are "Staff" to three cats, Raja, Carter, and
the Sprit of Wiley-O, who keep us busy when we
are not gardening, practicing yoga, or running in
the neighboring mountain parks.
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Special points of
interest:
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Thursday June 25rd via
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for a ZOOM meeting
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j/83307666895?
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UT09
ZOOM meeting access
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